Terry Plemons
19 February 1941 – 19 August 2019, 78
Compiled by William R. (Bill) Elliott with help from cavers, 13 September 2019
Terry Plemons was among the early explorers of deep Mexican caves from Austin, Texas. The first AMCS
trip report was in 1962-1963 to Sótano de Huitzmolotitla and the Xilitla area of San Luis Potosí. The cavers
camped in the cave during exploration, a first. Their single-rope-technique work extended the efforts of Robert
W. Mitchell and friends, who had used a winch in Huitzmolotitla in 1958.
Terry did a stint with the Peace Corps in 1964-1966 at Gwalior Fort, India. He earned a PhD in physics and
worked at the University of Texas and Tracor.
I joined the UT Grotto in 1967 as a junior, and soon met Terry at the cavers’ table in the Chuck Wagon at
the Student Union. He was funny, witty, and smart. He was a good influence on me and others.
I have extracted the AMCS and Texas Caver reports that I could find that included Terry. He visited
Bustamante (Gruta del Palmito) in 1966, and later in life he returned there for cave restoration work with other
Texas cavers. He was among the early explorers of Sótano de San Agustín, Huautla, Oaxaca, establishing it as
the second deepest cave in North America in 1967 at -449 m.
Terry was the chief cook at the Texas Caver Reunion for years, and even wrote an entertaining article about
the great variety of barbeque cooked by the cavers. Carl Kunath has photos of Terry at the 2003 Amigos de la
Gruta event in Bustamante, Nueve León. Terry was an important, contributing worker to that project, and may
be remembered as the knowledgeable guide for the tour of the mescal/tequila factory at the edge of Bustamante.
Terry is missed greatly by his wife Kathy, family and friends. His memorial service will be held on 21
October 2019, Zilker Clubhouse, Austin (by invitation only). Photos by Carl Kunath, 2003, below.
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References to Terry Plemons in AMCS newsletters and Texas Caver:
1965 AMCS NL vol 1 new.pdf
1966-v002-no 1-6 AMCS_NL_&Index.pdf
1967-v003-no. 1-6 AMCS_NL_&Index.pdf
1978-AMCS ANL 08-May.pdf
2003-AMCS ANL 26.pdf
2006-AMCS ANL 29.pdf
Texas Caver, November 2001, via Karst Information Portal
Texas Caver, December 2001, via Karst Information Portal
****************
1965 AMCS Newsleter, 1(8, August), pp. 70-73. 1965 AMCS NL vol 1 new.pdf
Trip Reports
Persons: Terry Plemons, Terry Raines, and T.R. Evans
Date: Dec. 22, 1962 to Jan. 1, 1963
Destination: Sótano de Huitzmolotitla and Xilitla area
Reported by: T.R. Evans
22 Dec. [1963] We left Austin for Nuevo Laredo and arrived there
around 3 PM. Because of large Christmas crowds we were unable to get
through customs for an hour and a half, and couldn't get a bus out of
Nuevo Laredo until 10:30 PM that evening.
23 Dec. Arrived in Monterrey around 2:30 AM and had to wait a full
hours before getting a bus to Valles. Arriving in Valles around
midnight, we sacked out at the Vencedor bus
71
station, which has buses to Xilitla.
24 Dec. At 4:30 AM, we boarded the bus for Xilitla and arrived mat
6:30 AM and rented a hotel room for $10 pesos a day. Here, we stashed
our excess baggage and repacked for our mountain hiking. A visit to
the Presidencia Municipal got us a letter of introduction to the
village of Mirimar. The clouds were very thick and visibility was
around 200' when we struck out for our destination of Conejo (Rabbit
Ears) to look for pits. Guided only by our compasses, we reached the
base of Mirimar around 3:30 that afternoon and proceeded to start the
long journey upward. We spent the night around 2/3 of the way up after
finding a 250'-300' deep pit.
25 Dec. We got up, enjoyed the view of the cloud-filled valley below,
and continued upward. After a couple of hours, we came across a pit
area near the top of Mirimar. About five pits were located, two 200'
deep or so and the others around 100' to 50'. We ate lunch on the top
of Mirimar from where a really spectacular view of the valleys and
surrounding mountains is to be had. After lunch, we started down the
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other side of Mirimar to return to Xilitla. We found it impracticable
to continue to La Silleta from here as several large valleys
intervened. The side we had come up on had no trails towards the top,
but the underbrush was not very dense. Going down, we ran into the
thickest undergrowth I have seen: vines, vines, and more vines and
very karstish rock, especially near the top (on both sides). We found
one cave with a fairly large entrance and a big entrance room on the
way down. The cave also has a 100' pit which we left unchecked. The
first room is 50' by 100' and 50' high or so. Two entrances lead into
the room, both walk-ins. After a couple of hours of crashing through
the vines, we arrived at the Ejido Las Jollas and inquired about caves
and sótanos here. The people are very friendly and assured us that
there are various caves and sótanos in the immediate area and that two
of the pits are very, very deep. We fired on into Xilitla from here, a
distance of 8-10 miles.
26 Dec. After sleeping the night in our hotel room, we got up and
started walking up to Ahuacatlán and El Rancho de Potrerillos The day
was miserable—foggy and misty. We saw very little of the valleys and
mountains on the way up and could get only a little inkling of the pit
possibilities on the way. About 1 1/2 to 2 miles outside of Xilitla on
the right side of the road we found a 300' deep pit. It is easy to see
as it is in a grassy meadow and is surrounded by large vine-covered
tropical trees. At Ahuacatlán, we ate some beans and tortillas in a
local cafe and proceeded to the Rancho. We arrived in the area at
night and a Mexican who had been walking near us took us to the center
of the ranch and announced our presence. Sr. Reséndez and his family
had us come into their cottage and sack out on the floor. The next
morning, he showed us two pits and a cave before we left and assured
us that there were many more in the area. He gave us much more
information regarding caves and pits in the area and on the road to
Jalpán. We paid him $10 pesos for showing us the two pits — both 100'
to 150' deep, one very high in the surrounding mountains. We also
visited, briefly, a cave in the same valley as the ranch called "La
Cueva del Muerto". This is in one side of a very large dolina. Two
entrances lead into the cave, both large
72
walk-ins. The horizontal distance of the top level is not over 500
feet. We left two 30 foot pits unchecked and these may very well lead
into quite a cave. One bat was seen as well as many millipede. Around
noon, we left the area for Xilitla. We arrived at dark and decided to
look for Sr. Gómez the next day in order to ride out to his ranch and
start the mapping of [Sótano de] Huitzmolotitla.
28 Dec. Sr. Gómez showed up around 11 AM and we found that he was
returning to his ranch at 2 PM and that he would be glad to give us a
ride. We finally got to his ranch after his usual but practically
innumerable stops for beer. We checked the rope and got all of our
equipment together so we could get a good start in the morning. We had
a look at the pit, came back and cooked some soup and ate tortillas
and later had coffee with Sr. Gómez.
29 Dec. We entered the sótano at 9 AM and started mapping. I used my
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large "Dinosaur Ring", Terry Raines used "break-bars", and Terry
Plemons used a "Safety D Ring" and we had no trouble with any of the
methods. I forgot my gloves and rappelled without any and found no
difficulty whatsoever. After mapping to the point to which Terry
Raines and I quit exploring on the previous trip (5231'), we explored
another 500' before starting our journey out. The cave got much more
difficult to explore fast. We encountered two 10' water-falls with
much water and managed to traverse around them and were soon stopped
by wall-to-wall 10' plus deep water. Rubber rafts and sleeping bags
would be very useful on any future trips. Two carbide lamps bit the
dust on the 161' drop and mine remained the only functional one among
us. It was decided to wait until morning before going up the big drop
so there would be light. We spent the next 5 hours huddled under our
ponchos which we had brought to the bottom of the large drop. I had my
carbide light going and the two Terrys played with candles trying to
keep warm-all to no avail. We got out around 9:30 AM and informed
Gómez that we were back and returned for the rope which is hell to
haul out. We spent the rest of the day resting and waiting for Sr.
Gomez to return from Xilitla and go in to Valles--he never did. We had
a most enjoyable supper with Sr. Gómez, his nephew who speaks English,
and his two sons. Sr. Gomez also has 6 daughters and 27 grandchildren.
An interesting and lively discussion was provoked when I asked the
English-speaking nephew what the difference between "Cuando regresa?"
and "Cuando se regresa?" was. The discussion of Spanish semantics
mushroomed from this point and lasted at least 30 minutes.
31 Dec. One of Sr. Gómez's sons and his nephew drove us into Xilitla
in the famed pick-up so we could catch the bus for Valles. We left
Xilitla at 10:30 AM and got to Valles around 2 PM. From 2 until 8:25
PM we waited for our bus and wandered around Valles and sat in the
square watching the beer companies truck in beer for the New Year's
Party. We changed in Victoria and again in Monterrey.
73
1 Jan. [1964] We spent the New Year on the bus sacked out and barely
cognizant of it except for the bus driver's loud radio which was
broadcasting from a large party somewhere in Mexico. We arrived in
Nuevo Laredo around 10 AM and went to a restaurant and ate some
cabrito and then re—turned to Austin, arriving here around 5 in the
afternoon.
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TRIP REPORTS

Persons: Terry Plemons, Terry Raines, Judy Sustare, Cindy Tracy,
Jeannie Wiggins
Date: 30 September-2 October 1966
Destination: Gruta del Palmito, Nuevo Leon
Reported by: Terry Raines Austin, Texas
We left Austin, drove through the night, and camped beside
the road just west of Sabinas Hidalgo. Four hours later we were
awakened by the early morning sun and from the campsite we continued
on through the town of Bustamante to the base of the
mountains to the west, the Sierra de Gomas. We parked at the
upper end of a large area which had been cleared to prOVide par~
ing space for one of the field trips during the 1964 National
Speleological Society Convention at New Braunfels, Texas. The
destination of our trip was Gruta del Palmito, where we planned
to sketch a longitudinal profile of the cave, make additional
sketches for the existing map, and check out some small passages
at the very bottom of the cave.
From the parking lot a hike up a trail having approximately
50 switch-backs is necessary. Although the trail length is very
close to one mile, the change in elevation is about 1100 feet. At
the entrance we checked over the gear, which included, besides the
regular surveying equipment, a bottle of compressed helium with
which we planned to inflate balloons. Once inside the cave we
could raise the balloons until they reached the ceiling, measure
the length of the string, and thus have an accurate measurement of
the ceiling height. The only problem in our system, which we
quickly discovered, was that the helium bottle was empty. Undaunted,
we headed into the cave. Sketching was slow as the cave
is very large (averaging 75 feet high, 200 feet wide, and over
2000 feet long) but we eventually reached the last large room.
Here the girls waited while Terry and I descended (climbed) into
some of the small, lower passages. We checked them to the very
bottom and made a rough sketch before returning. On the way out
additional cross-sections were sketched. By the middle of the
afternoon we were driving back to Bustamante where we stopped long
enough to be refreshed before continuing along another dirt road
to the northwest. This road led us to Canon de Bustamante, about
ten miles from the town, where we camped that night by a stream.
Sunday morning we drove on west through the canyon, which
cuts completely through the Sierra de Gomas. Because of the many
trees and the stream, the government has declared it a Federal
Park. There are no formal accomodations, but camping is excellent
along the stream for those visiting the Bustamante area. As we
drove west the road became very rough, with water from the stream
running down the middle in several places. After an estimated
five miles we emerged on the west side of the range and stopped at
the entrance to a ranch called "Las Vacas". From where we stood
we could see many miles to the west, where several more ranges of
mountains rose out of the desert. Lack of time did not permit us
to continue and we returned to Austin.
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TRIP REPORTS
• Persons: John Fish, Terry Plemons, Ron Ralph
Date: 28 January - 5 February 1967
Destination: Sótano de San Agustín, Huautla de Jiménez, Oaxaca
Reported by: John Fish Austin, Texas
During the semester break, Ron Ralph, Terry Plemons, and I explored and mapped more of Sótano de San
Agustín. The sótano was first located in June 1966 (see AMCS Newsletter, v. II, n. 3), and was surveyed down
to -920 feet in December 1966 (see AMCS Newsletter, v. II, n. 6). The trip down took place without incident.
From Teotitlan del Camino we began the tortuous 50 mile drive to Huautla. The chuckholes in the road had
been recently filled with freshly fractured limestone cobbles which had razor sharp edges. Three flat tires and a
day later we arrived at our destination, the small village of San Agustín located near Huautla. After
acquaintances were renewed and camping arrangements completed, we prepared our gear prior to entering the
sótano.
We entered Sótano de San Agustín Tuesday evening, 31 January. Since we were a little short of manpower
we decided just to rig ropes past the previous point of furthest exploration, and to check the water conditions of
the cave. The usual entrance rigging point is opposite a waterfall which is fed by the stream in the San Agustín
dolina. We encountered no problem with the entrance pitch, since the path cut on the jungle-covered slope was
still clear. At the bottom of the entrance drop a large fissure slopes down (handline necessary) about 150
vertical feet to a big room. (See photograph on page 4.) The room, which trends in the opposite direction of the
fissure, is about 400 feet long, 100 feet wide, and 75 feet high, and has two small streams which join at the
lower end. The room abruptly ends and a short small passage intersects a fissure. The fissure may be entered in
several places and is a series of short drops totaling 142 feet. Despite the large size of the fissure it is very
difficult to keep a carbide lamp lit because of the wind and spray. Near the bottom, it is necessary to get off the
rope, traverse around a 10 foot in diameter pool, and then rappel the last 15 feet. Here the cave goes two ways;
the water goes to the right down another drop (100 feet plus), while the passage we took continues to the left.
The left passage leads immediately to a 52 foot sloping drop, broken by several ledges. A small stream enters
the dome above the pit from some other passage, and throughout the rest of the cave we were always following
a stream. The cave continues several hundred feet as a stream passage, averaging 5 feet wide and 10 feet high,
to a short drop of about 30 feet. The waterfall is unavoidable, but our plastic windbreakers kept our torsos dry.
A short distance beyond the drop the ceiling becomes very low and it is necessary to crawl through a few pools
of water. The crawlway appears to be a bad sign for the cave, but it quickly opens up into a large fissure passage
with numerous domes. As we walked and climbed down the passage we could hear the roar of a waterfall
ahead. We climbed up onto a ledge (-849 foot level) and peered into the black canyon below. We could not see
the end of the canyon at our level, or the ceiling. After we were properly impressed, I rappelled down the initial
71 foot drop and was followed by Terry and Ron. We found ourselves in a high, narrow canyon that was
several hundred feet long, with the floor continuing down a series of drops. We were now at the end of previous
exploration (see AMCS Newsletter, v. II, n. 6, p. 163.) Besides the main stream, a small stream
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[5]
issues from a tiny hole in the wall. We continued down the next drop of 27 feet (the surveying was done on our
second trip into the cave), and were confronted with a seemingly "bottomless" canyon beyond. A hundred feet
above us, a waterfall poured in from some unknown passage. To avoid the waterfalls we climbed along a
convenient slot in the wall. The 244 foot rope was tied to a natural. bridge in a pothole and Ron rappelled 46
feet between two waterfalls, then swung through one waterfall to a ledge where he retied the rope. Since we had
no more rope other than the remainder of the 244, we headed out of the cave. After about 14 hours of caving we
saw daylight, again.
Much food and sleep later, we re-entered the cave at noon on 2 February, each person carrying 200 feet of
rope, mapping equipment, and an extra sweatshirt. We reached the top of the fissure with no problems, divided
mapping duties between the three of us, and continued downward. Ron was tape man, Terry sketched, and I ran
the Brunton. As we explored and mapped down the fissure, I noted that the cave was developed along a fault
dipping about 80 degrees. The fault plane, with about 5 inches of drag folding, was exposed in a couple of
places where the fissure ran slightly oblique to the fault for a few feet. This was a good sign because the fault
provides a weak zone and the fissure might be very deep. From the bottom of the 71 foot drop, we mapped on
down the 27 foot and 46 foot drops until we all three were on the tiny ledge where Ron had stopped on the
previous entry into the cave. The fissure widens to about 15 feet at this point. From the ledge we could stay
away from the waterfalls as we went down. Ron rappelled and the tape showed the drop to be 76 feet.
At this point the fissure reverses directions and goes back underneath the passage above. By climbing up 15
feet and running along a ledge (while attached to the rope) through the waterfall again, I found a small dry ledge
where we could continue down out of the water. Terry and Ron followed right behind. About 50 feet below we
could see a large ledge, so Ron started down again with the end of the tape. Only about 15 feet of the 244 foot
rope remained. Terry and I quickly joined Ron, and we looked with awe into the blackness below. It was
apparent that we were hopping from ledge to ledge down the side of a huge canyon. Here the canyon was about
15 feet wide, and it appeared to widen even more down below. Further ahead rocks bounced until they were
inaudible above the sound of the stream. Fortunately we were exploring the cave during a very dry season.
During the rainy season it would be unthinkable to explore.
We spied another ledge below, tied off a rope, and Ron went down the 80 foot drop. This ledge was very
large and had been left when the stream cut a narrow gorge to a lower level along one wall. Two short drops of
15 feet and 10 feet on the ledge led us to an elliptically-shaped deep pit in the fissure, about 25 feet by 40 feet in
cross section. A few feet below a little stream poured out of a tiny hole in the wall and joined the main stream.
We tied off a 190 foot rope around a large rock and Ron started down. It was obvious that this big pit was going
to present surveying problems. At the end of the 190 foot rope Ron could not see bottom, so Terry went down
next with another rope. I found them wedged in a crack in the wall a few minutes later. We tied on a 140 foot
rope to the
[6]
190 and I continued down, hoping the rope was long enough. We were able to stay out of most of the water by
keeping to one side of the pit. Below I could see a plunge pool on the far side of the pit, and also a continuation
of the fissure to what looked like an adjacent domepit. I reached bottom with just enough spare rope to tie it off
(so it wouldn’t hang over the pool), and called for the others to follow. Water from the pool goes underneath a
large natural bridge to the next pit about 50 feet away. We gathered around the edge of the pit and again peered
into the inky depths. Since we only had a 75 foot piece of rope, all we could do was throw rocks, and throw we
did. Some of them fell free for 4 seconds before striking a wall and rattling for a couple of seconds more before
hitting a plunge pool. We surveyed over to the pit, then began the long haul out of the cave. I prusiked up the
pitch first and was able to shoot a sight all the way from top to bottom. The rope measurement yielded 286
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vertical feet. Sótano de San Agustín has now been surveyed about one-half mile horizontally and to a depth of
1473 feet.
We took a rest break at the top of the fissure (849 foot level), then continued out. About 24 hours after
entering the cave we finally emerged. The trip out carrying the heavy wet ropes had been a slow process. Again
we consumed large quantities of food and took a long rest to revive ourselves. Saturday morning we started
back for Austin and arrived Sunday night.
p. 32, 1967 Trip Report Summaries
28 Jan - 5 Feb. Oaxacan Mountain System province; Huautla region; San Agustín area. Municipio de Huautla de

Jiménez, Oaxaca. John Fish, Terry Plemons, Ron Ralph. Exploration and surveying continued in Sótano de San
Agustín from -920 to -1473 feet. San Agustín now second deepest cave in North America.
1978 AMCS Activities Newsletter. 1978-AMCS ANL 08-May.pdf
Underground Camps for Deep Caves, by Bill Stone, pp. 37-44.
…In Mexico, camping became "de-rigor" in many deep systems, particularly those of the Huautla Plateau. The
earliest serious camping was done by Terry Raines, Tom Phillips, Terry Plemons, and Bill Bell in Sótano de
Huitzmolotitla, S.L.P. Their four day camp was set at approximately -183 meters, 800 meters from the
entrance….
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The TCR Cooks A Continuing Tradition
by Terry Plemons (tplemons@mail.utexas.edu)
At 5:30a.m. Ed Guinn is up and making his way to his
cook site where he starts the fire for roasting several pieces of
beef shoulder. Meanwhile Noble Dunson is lighting the Grand
Fire that will supply all the other cooks with coals throughout
the day. These two quiet events signal the beginning of a long
and intense day of food preparation that culminates in a
controlled panic during the fmal hour prior to serving over 400
cavers at the outdoor banquet of the TCR held every year
during late October. Towards evening, as you pass through the
serving tent, the variety and quality offood items awaiting your
selection is impressive. The long tradition and work behind the
cooking for each of these TCRs has become an interesting story.
The TCR began as the Texas Old Timers Reunion when,
in 1978, some of the longtime Central Texas cavers decided to
meet and have a cookout. This first meeting has become our
Woodstock in that it was held at Luckenbach and every "older"
caver I've ever talked to was there. Sometime along the way the
name evolved into the Texas Cavers Reunion, or TCR, which is
appropriate since it now truly represents all cavers, young and
old, in Texas and now, other states. The first cookouts were
quite simple affairs when compared to the extensive spreads
they have become. It was mostly meat dishes, a few racks of
ribs, some chickens and perhaps a few sausage links. If there
were vegetables they were few in number, maybe some
avocados or a pot of beans. We thought things were getting out
of control when the number of attendees reached 50 by 1980.
With the continuing growth we started organizing and actually
planning a menu for each event.
Actually there is not a formal menu. Each cook decides
what he or she wants to prepare. It has always been that way.
There has never been any control over what anyone cooks. We
do try to control the quantity of food and discourage expensive
items such as shrimp, prime rib, or choice steaks. We believe
that this hands-off approach to the cook's selection contributes
to the success of the event. It ensures that the variety and
quality of menu items are maintained since each cook takes
pride in the selection and care of his specialty. The absence of
micro-management also contributes to a food selection that
varies from year to year. There are, however, several cooks that
specialize in one food only and they have become very good at
what they do. ·
Each year The Cooks prepare several beef, pork, and
poultry items. Often other meat dishes are offered. Clark
Santos never tells us what he will prepare and I doubt if even he
knows until he goes to the Fiesta store in Houston to see what's
available. · This year Clark made about 40 pounds of ceviche,
one of our more unusual dishes (He began squeezing the limes
at 6:00a.m. Saturday). At previous TCRs we've had salmon,
THE TEXAS CAVER

Big AI cooking at TCR 2001

shrimp, alligator, raccoon, buffalo, emu, catfish, mussels,
calamari, shish kabobs, pork ribs, chili, and fajitas. There are,
however, several cooks that repeat their particular items year
after year. Noble Dunson always cooks the whole hog in his
custom smoker made from cinder blocks, tin, fence posts and
expanded metal. Ed Guinn will usually roast over an open fire
about 80 pounds ofbeef. Ed uses a custom device, which
we 've named the Del Rio Rack, that is one of the better ones
I've ever seen at any cookout (Edwin Kincaid, owner of Land
Cruiser Specialist, was the artist). T. R. Evans smokes two
turkeys. Big Al, with Felicia Vreeland assisting, cooks the
brisket and chicken quarters. Bill Bell cooks 50 pounds of
Fredericksburg sausage each year. A new addition this year
was the 40 pounds of Elgin sausage provided by Steve Martel
and we hope Steve continues that in following TCRs.
We have a continuing effort to add more non-meat items
to the fare . This year Nancy Weaver put together a fresh garden
salad. Marsha Merideth contributed her tasty pasta salad.
Susan Souby and Rune Burnett cooked their always-great black
beans using only fresh ingredients; they have been doing this at
the TCR seemingly forever. Another longtime tradition is the
com-on-the-cob, now taken care of by Bruce Anderson.
Always a showstopper is the roasting of the vegetables by Tom
Byrd (blowtorch veggies). The veggie tempura recently has
been a big hit thanks to Felicia Vreeland and that incredible
TCR Cooks text continues page 12

The food line at TCR 2001
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expenses), we also buy the food stocks in bulk. Felicia
Vreeland, herself a longtime professional cook and caterer,
sauce she makes. We hope that shows up every year. Thanks go
usually picks up about half of what we need at a wholesale
to Richard Smith for his Mexican rice. Ron and Diane Ralph
added 200 potatoes baked in a pit of hot coals.
distributor. This certainly helps keep the cost to a minimum.
Also deserving mentioning is the unbelievable coffee cake that
This year's dessert selection was outstanding. Judy and
Joy Cukierman brought to The Cooks to sustain them through
Dennis Sustare cooked 16 beautiful cakes (five different
the morning. Allan Cobb spent three hours making another
flavors). Those wonderful candied pecans were prepared onspecialty item: a large quantity of great salsa.
site by Karen and Danny Evans. Newcomer Alana Skrabanek
made several splendid batches of cookies. At the end of the day
Saturday morning is very quiet with only a few of those
cooking large items attending to their tasks. At noon we all
all desserts had been consumed.
gather for the traditional cook's lunch, this year paella prepared
Some of the legendary cooks have retired but their early
by Jennifer Plemons plus incredible Mexican candy made by
contributions to the TCR deserve recognition. Charlie Loving,
Orion Knox. The afternoon sees a marked-pickup in the pace
now living in Real de Catorce, Mexico, was at the first
and one can hear an Increasingly loud buzz as the other Cooks
gathering in 197 8 and never missed the cookout until this year.
come on line and the 5:00 p.m. serving deadline approaches. At
Charlie was often the head cook and was a guiding figure in the
4:30 the volunteer servers are rounded up, given their fmal
early years of the event. Tom White was a steady contributor
for about 15 years, usually cooking the brisket while Janie
instructions and fed. What happens next, for me, is the most
exciting part of the entire event. All of The Cooks suddenly
White would make The Cooks' lunch. Until a few years ago
Ron Fieseler always cooked the com-on-the-cob. Now and then realize that in a very short time they are about to feed 400
hungry cavers who are already forming a very long line.
Ed Alexander leaves his home in Catorce, makes a pilgrimage
Everyone realizes we are nowhere near ready. Shouts and
to the TCR, and prepares something really outrageous. Last
orders are heard everywhere. People are scurrying about
year it was an entire cow's head cooked under ground. There
looking for carving knives, serving containers and utensils; how
was nothing left of it after the cavers went through the lines.
long till we serve? Fifteen minutes. Are you ready? No, I need
There are others who were important to this tradition and the
20 minutes. OK, we serve at 5:30. Bill Bell, is your sausage
list will grow as sorrie of us get out of the way of the new cooks
coming along.
ready? Soon. Has anyone cut the chicken? No. Why is there
no food on the table, we serve in 10 minutes. Then, incredibly,
Although not an integral part of The Cooks, the TCR
Coordinator plays an important support role in our work. Gill
it all comes together and the lines open up. We did it again.
Ediger, a longtime coordinator, always made sure that The
That carnival hack next to the desserts pushing hot
Cooks had all the logistic suppmt they needed. This included
tortillas? It was I, tTerryTerry Plemons. We hope to see
water, wood, a decent cooking site, and, critically important,
you at our tables next year.
The Cooks' keg of Shiner Bock in place by noon. Gill has
The Cooks' Czar for TCR 2002 is Ed Guinn. If you want
moved on but his replacement, Andy Grubbs, has effectively
to become part of this event please contact Ed at
continued this tradition and acquiesced to every reasonable
ed.guinn@majec.com. We are just beginning the platming for
request we threw at him this year.
next year's fun.
There are other activities that are part of the cookout.
These include cutting the firewood several weeks in advance of
the event. One Saturday was devoted to mowing the grass and
brush in the cooking area. We also must check our inventory of
supplies and cooking gear and stow them in The Cooks' trailer
and get them to the site. In recent years Ron Ralph has
managed that task. Susan Souby, Rune Burnett, Ron, Diane,
Andy Grubbs and others strung the electrical wiring and water
lines to the cooking area. The most disagreeable task facing
The Cooks is the cleanup of the incredible mess the following
Sunday morning. Again, Ron Ralph got that going. The tables
also have to be folded and returned to the trailer with all of the
remaining gear. There are many job duties open to people
wanting to join The Cooks that don't always involve cooking,
just commitment. And, of course, we invite any of you to step
up and join in the cooking.
Another important contribution is the purchasing of the
food. Although many cooks prefer to individually buy their
own meat or vegetables (TCR reimburses all cooks for their ·

TCR Cooks continued from page 9
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This year’s projects included trail improvements
between the parking lot and the cave entrance, including an
easy path through the rock pile just above the parking area;
installation of directional and conservation signs at the
parking lot and installation of interpretation signs in the first
room including discovery, geology and formation types;
trash pickup; additional lighting and light shields; repainting
the cave door; and major graffiti removal in the Cathedral
Room. An estimated 85 to 90% of the graffiti in the
Cathedral Room was removed. This was an amazing feat as
there was an enormous amount there, though some had been
removed last year.
On Sunday there were field trips in the morning that
included visiting a rock art site west of the canyon, led by
Ron Ralph. There was a historic town tour, led by Felipe
Hernandez and interpreted by Felipe Russell, on which many
interesting details about the town were brought out. There
was an early morning birding walk along the stream in the
main canyon near the camping area, led by Shannon Breslin.
The most popular tour was the mescal factory tour, led by
Terry Plemons, a noted expert on this product. By the end
of the day Terry had led four tours and reported sales were
brisk. Two tours, Minas Viejas and Minas Golondrinas, didn
’t make it due to lack of a key and a muddy road.
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On Sunday evening a very nice dinner was held in
the city park near the city hall. It was catered by the Ancira
Hotel and this year the cost was picked up by the Coca Cola
Co., Carta Blanca Brewery and the city. The State Director
of Tourism, Mayor of Bustamante and City Secretary
(manager) presented us all certificates of appreciation from
the State Governor’s Office of Tourism and Bustamante.
Susan Souby was in charge of door prizes and this year did
so well that everyone attending won something.
One of the Monterrey TV stations had a film crew onsite Saturday during the day and Sunday evening and did a
lot of taping. We were told they were going to have a onehour special on the cave and our project.
Thanks to all who helped in making this project
another great success and a feather in the cap for Amigos de
la Gruta and the Texas Speleological Association.

Photo by Aimee Beveridge

Photo by Aimee Beveridge

The fifth annual Bustamante restoration project was
held in La Gruta del Palmito over Labor Day weekend,
2001. About 100 people from both the US and Mexico
participated. It would have probably been more except some
were concerned by all the rain. As it turned out the weather
was great down there with only one shower on Saturday
afternoon.
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pineapple appearance.
As you observed in the tour, the piña can be quite
large, some weighing over a hundred pounds. When the
Terry Plemons, tplemons@mail.utexas.edu
agave is six to eight years old it starts to grow the familiar
tall stalk, which is immediately severed by the magueyero
Several thousand years ago an American roasted the
(from the word maguey, another name for agave), who
heart of the agave plant thereby turning it into a sugary yet
cultivates the agave. The energy that would have gone into
nutritious food product. Recently you froze your brain
the growth of the stalk is diverted to the production of the
sipping on a margarita at your favorite Tex-Mex restaurant.
massive amount of starch stored in the piña. After about six
months the
jimador will
harvest the piñas,
slicing off the
agave leaves with
his coa, a razor
sharp, crescent
shaped blade
attached to a long
handle. The piñas
are then trucked to
the fabrica.
The
palenquero now
begins his work,
which is the most
critical for the
quality production
of mescal. The
palenque is a dishshaped pit 12 to
15 feet across and
4 to 6 feet deep.
There are two of
Seemingly unrelated, these two events are connected by a
these at the Bustamante distillery. A palenque can also refer
long, continuous historical thread woven through the Mayan
to a cock-fighting arena as the one in Real de Catorce, San
and Aztec cultures, the Spanish conquistadors, the numerous Luis Potosí, Mexico, which is still in use today after 200
Indian populations of Oaxaca State in Mexico, and
years. The palenquero builds a fire over the layer of stones
development of modern distilleries in Jalisco State.
that lines the bottom of the palenque. Twenty four hours
The source of this continuity is the agave plant,
later, when the stones are hot and the fire has turned to ashes,
perhaps the most sacred of all plants in ancient Mexico.
the piñas are placed in the palenque and then covered with a
First appearing in Indian stone carvings about 200 AD, it was thatch material and on top of that a layer of dirt. The piñas
important in mythology and religious rituals. The agave was are then cooked for up to four days. This converts the starch
the source of pulque, the fermented beverage that served as
into a fermentable smoky-flavored sugar. The dirt is
an intoxicant to bolster the courage of both the priest and
carefully removed and the piñas are then ready for the
victim of a sacrificial event. From the agave the more
extraction of the pulp.
popular beverages mescal and tequila are also derived.
The use of the palenque to roast the agave piñas is
Pulque, mescal, and tequila: names familiar to most of us and not a recent development but goes back several thousand
some of you have likely sampled all three.
years, as archeological excavations have shown in the
During the recent Bustamante cave restoration
regions of southern New Mexico and northern Mexico. Not
project about 60 of you joined the Fabrica de Mescal tours
only did the agave serve as a food source for the early
thereby seeing, feeling, smelling, and tasting some of the
Americans it was also used as a source of fiber for ropes and
intermediate steps and products that go into the production of shoes. Its thorns were ready-made awls. The large leaves
mescal, the national distilled spirit of Mexico. The tour
could be used as roof tiles.
began with a look at the huge pile of piñas. The piña is the
With a hand ax, the cooked piñas are quartered and
heart of the agave plant and is so named because of its
placed in the crusher. The crusher many of you saw at

Pulque, Mescal and Tequila

Photo by Orion Knox

Bustamante Fabrica de Mescal Tour
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The aging does not necessarily result in a superior
product; it is a matter of individual taste.

Bustamante uses three vertical interlocking cylindrical gears
to squeeze the juice from the roasted piñas, the rotational
power being supplied by two horses or mules pulling on a
long pole. The juice runs down a chute into the large vats in
the fermenting room.
Fermentation times and techniques vary widely
among the fabricas of Mexico. The process can take from a
few to as long as 30 days. Sometimes yeast is added to
shorten the time or the naturally occurring yeast in the air
will suffice. The fermented product, called tepache, has an
alcohol content of 4% to 8%. The tepache is then distilled to
produce the desired product, mescal.
The tepache is not to be confused with pulque, the
fermented sap of the agave that was consumed by the Mayas
and Aztecs and is still made in some regions of Mexico.
When the Spanish conquistadors arrived in the Americas,
pulque was the only available alcoholic drink. Desiring a
stronger drink the Spanish introduced distillation, which was
unknown in the New World. Pulque however does not distill
well but the roasting of the piñas converts the starch into a
sugar that not only ferments efficiently but also adds a smoky
flavor to mescal.
In the distillation room of the fabrica, the tepache is
heated sufficiently to vaporize the alcohol while leaving
behind the less desirable products that impressed some of
you as totally disgusting. The vapor, upon passing through
coils cooled by water, condenses into the final clear liquid
product, mescal, that you saw steadily draining into a large
bucket that the attendant would periodically empty into a
storage container.
The mescal can then be bottled immediately or left
to age in vats. The aging categories are:
-- Blanco or joven: The clear, white mescal is bottled
immediately after distillation.
-- Reposado or madurado: The mescal is aged at least two
months and up to 11 months.
-- Añejo: Aged at least six months in oak barrels but no
longer than four years since additional aging results in a
bitter mescal.
THE TEXAS CAVER

With this brief introduction to mescal it is now quite
simple to define tequila. Tequila is a mescal but not all
mescals are tequilas. If it is tequila then:
-- It is distilled only in Jalisco State (with the exception of
two distilleries outside the state).
-- The piñas are roasted in above-ground ovens using indirect
heat (so there is no smoky flavor as in mescal.).
-- It is made from only the blue agave, one of 136 species
growing in Mexico. Mescal is typically made from five or
six species of agave.
Mescal has unjustly earned a bad reputation as a “rot
gut” brew. This is due in part to the terrible hangovers
caused by too much of the cheaper variety of this drink. In
recent years, however, mescal is coming into its own as a
fine spirit with a popular following, especially those distilled
in the remote locales of Oaxaca State.
The next time you and your friends are sipping
mescal, raise your glass and make the following toast:
Para todo mal, mescal, y para todo bien, tambien.
We hope to see you in Bustamante next Labor Day weekend.
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Is it Mescal or Tequila?
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